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MARCH

LOOK WHAT WE‛RE LEARNING

SONG
SPRING IS HERE
Tune: Are You Sleeping?
Spring is here
Spring is here
Good-bye snow
Grass grows
Birds and bees
Bugs and leaves
Spring is here
Spring is here

Spring brings warmth and bugs! This week we focus on “God‛s Gift
of Bugs” and the number “4”. The children will listen to the story,
“Bugs, Bugs, Bugs!” It‛s a cute storybook with vibrant colors that
illustrates a variety of different kinds of bugs. The children will
be introduced to bug names and colors.
Also “Lenny‛s Lost Spots” will be read. Lenny the ladybug can‛t
understand what happened to his spots. He spends all day looking
for them and discovers that there are other things that also have
spots. The number four will be introduced as we stamp four spots
on Lenny the ladybug and four buzzing bees in a beehive.

Monday/Tuesday
March 18 & 19
STORY: “Bugs, Bugs, Bugs” by
Bob Barner
PROJECT: “Bumble Bee” Fingerpaint black stripes on a bee shape

LEARNING TIME: “Bug Match”
Group learning looking for matching bug
colors

MOTOR: “Insect Movements”

(Buzz like a bee, flutter like a butterfly,
march like an ant and crawl like a caterpillar)

Wednesday/Thursday
March 20 & 21
STORY: “Lenny‛s Lost Spots” by Celia
Warren & Number 4
PROJECT: “Ladybug” Put together a ladybug
container and paint black spots
LEARNING TIME: “Spots on Lenny”
Place four spots on Lenny the ladybug

MOTOR: “Bug Hunt” Hunt for bugs
to place inside ladybug container

PEEK AT LAST WEEK

Happy Birthday Lane, Riley and Breck!
NOTE

SPRING BREAK
NO SCHOOL - MARCH 25
CLASS RESUMES - APRIL 1

Last week we learned about things we begin to
see in the spring and the color “green” was
introduced.
We made rainbow kites, green textured shamrocks, Leprechaun puppets and painted a
crayon shape green. Suzy Zoo is holding all
the balloon colors we introduced this year.
Color books will be sent home once they are
put together.

